Cervical corpectomy and anterior standalone plate stabilisation in sub-axial cervical spine trauma:  
A retrospective review of the radiological outcomes
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Abstract
Introduction:
Compression-flexion injuries of the cervical spine often result in instability of both the anterior and posterior columns. Debate exists in the literature regarding the surgical approach to stabilisation of these fractures, the options being anterior, posterior or combined surgical approaches. The combined approach offers superior stability, but results in increased cost, patient morbidity and theatre time. This study reviews the results of the anterior approach with standalone cervical corpectomy and plate stabilisation combined with postoperative Philadelphia collar immobilisation.

Methods:
We retrospectively reviewed 30 patients with compression-flexion injuries of the cervical spine. Surgical management consisted of anterior corpectomy, iliac tricortical strut autograft, and anterior cervical static locked plating. Postoperatively patients were immobilised in a Philadelphia collar for six weeks. This radiological review assessed the postoperative constructs, and the final follow-up radiographs.

Results:
Overall radiological union was achieved in 90% of cases at an average of 3.8 months. Patients with good constructs had a union rate of 100%. Those with poor constructs had a 25% union rate. Poor results included delayed union, cervical kyphosis, graft migration and loss of screw fixation.

Conclusion:
Poor results in this study were related to operative technique. With good operative technique, excellent results can be expected. Therefore, anterior cervical corpectomy and locked plating alone, with Philadelphia collar immobilisation, appears to be a safe and cost-effective alternative in the management of these fractures.
Introduction
Fractures of the sub-axial cervical spine can be devastating injuries associated with a high rate of injury to the spinal cord. These fractures are caused by various mechanisms of action. In 1982 a mechanistic classification was introduced by Allen and Ferguson, which divided sub-axial fractures into six types, which were further divided into stages. Compression-flexion injuries are most commonly caused by motor vehicle accidents and diving injuries. They are divided into five stages with increasing severity for each stage. The injury is speculated to occur first by flexion of the spine through the facet joints. The anterior column (vertebral body) becomes increasingly compressed and shortened. Eventually, the posterior ligamentous complex fails, noted by interspinous gapping and local kyphosis. With further energy, the facet joints will fail, leading to translational deformity. Therefore with mild injuries only the anterior column is injured, but with more severe injuries the posterior column is disrupted as well. There is debate in the literature regarding the approach to stabilisation of these fractures, particularly with regard to injuries with disruption of both the anterior and posterior columns. The different approaches that can be used are anterior, posterior, or combined approaches. Halo vests have also been advocated for treatment of these fractures. Brodk e et al believe that a fracture involving both columns is an indication to do a combined approach using both anterior and posterior instrumentation. This addresses the biomechanical deficiencies in both columns as well as allowing for anterior decompression. If an anterior or posterior alone fixation is performed, the biomechanical deficiencies are not addressed as only one column is stabilised. A combined surgical approach does have its shortcomings however, such as:
- increased surgical time
- increased cost
- the need for the patient to be turned on the operating table
- increased patient morbidity
- increased anaesthetic time and complications
- increased blood loss
The advent of locked plate technology has increased the strength and stability of plate osteosynthesis. This now lends itself to the possibility of anterior alone plate fixation with postoperative immobilisation in a cervical orthosis. The rationale behind this is that locked plate fixation of the anterior column is sufficient enough to avoid having to augment the posterior column surgically, and simple immobilisation in a Philadelphia collar is adequate. This study was performed to assess the results of this technique as it is an attractive option, especially in units with limited theatre time and budget constraints.

Materials and methods
This was a retrospective radiological review. We reviewed 30 patients with compression-flexion injuries of the sub-axial cervical spine who presented to Groote Schuur hospital over a five-year period. There were 24 males and six females in the study group with an average age of 26 years. All patients presented initially to Groote Schuur hospital’s trauma unit, either from referral hospitals or from Groote Schuur’s drainage area. There they were stabilised and initially immobilised with cones callipers and traction. All patients had cervical spine X-rays and an MRI scan. Patients were operated on at the next available theatre list. The surgical procedure was an anterior corpectomy, decompression and fusion via a Smith-Robinson anterior approach. The plate used was a CSLP (cervical spine locking plate) – all cases done used a plate from the same company. The graft was an iliac crest tricortical strut autograft, harvested with osteotomes or an oscillating saw. A screw was inserted in the graft depending on the surgeon’s preference. Patients were immobilised in a Philadelphia collar for 6 weeks postoperatively. A variety of surgeons were involved including consultant orthopaedic and neurosurgeons, as well as spinal fellows.

The following parameters were assessed:
Pre-op:
- age
- sex
- injury severity using the Allen-Ferguson classification
- neurological injury and level
- posterior structure integrity on MRI scan
Postop:
- hardware characteristics
- graft characteristics
- sagittal alignment
- surgical technique

Final radiological review (minimum 3 months)
- hardware characteristics
- graft characteristics
- sagittal alignment
- union

We defined the surgical technique as either adequate or sub-optimal fixation.

Adequate fixation:
- unicortical screws recessed into the plate and sited in bone
- no plate encroachment over adjacent disc spaces
- plate well applied to the vertebral body
- fixed in lordosis

Sub-optimal fixation:
- poor plate and/or screw position
- screws too short or misplaced
- fixed in kyphosis
- poor graft position
The graft was assessed for:
- gap
- poor position
- height

Results
A total of 30 patients were enrolled in the study. When the pre-op parameters were correlated we found the following:

1. Severity of injury by Allen-Ferguson classification (Graph 1):
   - CF 1: 0 patients (0%)
   - CF 2: 1 patients (3%)
   - CF 3: 8 patients (27%)
   - CF 4: 18 patients (60%)
   - CF 5: 3 patients (10%)

2. Spinal cord injury:
   - Neurologically normal: 1 patient (3%)
   - Incomplete neurological deficit: 14 patients (47%)
   - Complete neurological deficit: 15 patients (50%)

3. Posterior ligamentous disruption assessed by MRI scan (Graph 2):
   - Intact: 7 patients (23%)
   - Ruptured: 23 patients (77%) (Figure 1)

On the initial post-op radiographs the quality of the construct was assessed by the abovementioned means, and was classified as either adequate or sub-optimal.
   - Adequate: 26 patients (87%)
   - Sub-optimal: 4 patients (13%)

The postop and final follow-up radiographs were then assessed and compared.

4. Union rate:
   - Overall union rate was 90% (27 out of 30 patients) (Figures 2 and 3)
   - Only 10% (3 patients) did not unite (Figure 4)

5. Average graft collapse (Graph 3):
   - Overall: 0.9 mm
   - Non-union: 3 mm
   - Union: 0.6 mm

6. Average loss of lordosis (Graph 4):
   - Overall: 0.82°
   - Non-union: 7.4°
   - Union: 0.36°
We then assessed the union rates compared with the various measured parameters:

1. Severity of injury (Allen-Ferguson classification):
   - CF 2: Union – 2 patients, Non-union – 0 patients
   - CF 3: Union – 7 patients, Non-union – 1 patient
   - CF 4: Union – 15 patients, Non-union – 2 patients
   - CF 5: Union – 3 patients, Non-union – 0 patients
   This suggests that injury severity by Allen-Ferguson classification does not affect union rates.

2. Posterior ligament disruption – 24 patients (Graph 5):
   - Union: 20 patients (87%)
   - Non-union: 3 patients (13%)
   These union rates are similar to the overall union rate.
3. Sub-optimal fixation (4 patients):
   - Union: 1 patient (25%)
   - Non-union: 3 patients (75%)

4. Adequate fixation – 26 patients (Graph 6):
   - Union: 26 patients – 100% union rate
   - Non-union: 0 patients

Discussion

The principal goals in the surgical treatment of cervical spine injuries are: stabilisation of the spine, decompression of the spinal cord and facilitation of rehabilitation. With compression-flexion injuries of the sub-axial cervical spine, decompression should be performed anteriorly via a corpectomy to increase the chance of neurological recovery. Stabilisation is obtained by fusion to adjacent vertebrae, and can be done via either an anterior or posterior approach.

Since the introduction of anterior plate fixation by Orozco and Llovet-Tapies, excellent clinical results have been reported in the literature. Since then this technique has gained in popularity.

Originally non-locked plates were used, with either static or dynamic screw fixation. Since then the locked plate system has been introduced. In recent years, anterior plating with locked fixation screws has been shown to provide better stability than conventional anterior plating without locked screw fixation. Fogel et al. also showed that locking plate constructs had higher pull-out strengths than non-locked systems.

Compression-flexion injuries of the cervical spine causing spinal cord injury are usually associated with disruption of the posterior bony and/or ligamentous structures. This is supported by the findings of this study. This therefore raises the question of whether anterior plate stabilisation alone is biomechanically stable enough to treat these fractures.

Several investigators have conducted biomechanical studies of the surgical construct stability provided by various anterior and posterior instrumentations of the cervical spine. Broadly speaking the options are anterior alone, posterior alone, or a combined stabilisation approach. It has been concluded by many of these studies that combined anterior and posterior fixation, and a posterior alone fixation, are both biomechanically more stable than an anterior alone fixation. Although posterior stabilisation alone provides adequate stability, there is inadequate decompression anteriorly via a corpectomy, especially when there is canal compromise, so this technique is not favoured by surgeons. Therefore this leaves two options: anterior alone stabilisation or a combined approach.

Some studies have suggested that anterior plate fixation alone was insufficient when posterior structures were injured. There have been no studies though, to assess the success of the technique of anterior alone locked plate stabilisation after single level corpectomy, with postoperative immobilisation in a rigid cervical collar. The theory behind this is that the increased stability afforded by locked plates, combined with immobilisation in a rigid cervical collar, obviates the need for posterior stabilisation.

As mentioned in the introduction, a combined anterior and posterior approach is associated with increased complications and prolonged operative time. If an anterior alone approach shows acceptable results then it would be an attractive option due to the shorter theatre time required, reduced cost and patient morbidity.

There is a paucity of literature showing results using this technique. Adams et al performed in vitro testing simulating burst fractures with posterior distraction of the sub-axial cervical spine. They then stabilised this with an anterior locked plate with graft, and showed that this technique is capable of returning the stability of this cadaveric spine to well within its pre-injury level. Grubb et al also investigated this using an injury model with anterior and posterior disruption. They demonstrated that the stability of the normal spine was comparable to that of an injured spine stabilised by an anterior locking plate with unicortical screws, or by a non-locking plate with bicortical screws.
If there is more than one vertebral body involved and the procedure requires a two-level corpectomy, results are not as encouraging. There are reports in the literature that show a high rate of failure with anterior instrumentation alone in these cases. In our study, out of the three patients who did not unite, one of them was a two-level corpectomy (Figure 5). In these cases then it is probably advisable to supplement the anterior fixation with posterior instrumentation as well.

Patients in this study were only followed up until radiological union. Therefore the follow-up is too short to comment on any adjacent level degeneration.

Conclusion
All poor results in this study were due to sub-optimal fixation. Those constructs showed a 25% union rate (1 out of 4). All patients who had adequate fixation united (26 out of 26). Therefore with good surgical technique 100% union can be expected.

There was no correlation between posterior ligament rupture and union rates. Therefore, it appears that supplementing the anterior fixation with posterior instrumentation is unnecessary. In cases where multi-level corpectomy is required, posterior supplementary fixation is recommended.

We can therefore conclude that anterior cervical corpectomy and locked plating alone with Philadelphia collar immobilisation appears to be a safe, cost-effective and time-saving alternative in the management of compression-flexion fractures in the sub-axial cervical spine.
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**Criteria for authorship of articles**

The following are internationally acknowledged criteria for authors/co-authors. With the increase in faculty and in research projects, there is a potential for increased confusion and conflict regarding appropriate authorship credit on manuscripts and presentations. The following are some relatively standardised criteria that can be helpful. These may be overstrict when considering clinical studies in which surgeons often do the “hands on work” that create the study but may not perform major analysis and writing functions. However, all authors should read and contribute editing comments prior to submission.

**Relman criteria for authorship**

In particular, to qualify as an author a person should fulfil at least three of the following five requirements:

1. Conception of idea and design of experiment
2. Actual execution of experiment; hands on lab work
3. Analysis and interpretation of data
4. Actual writing of manuscript
5. Be able to present to a learned gathering a lecture on the work; interpret it, defend it and take responsibility for it.

These are just guidelines. On the other hand it is probably far worse to leave someone off the list who feels they may have contributed than to include someone who did a bit less.

We should all be as inclusive as possible, offer our interested colleagues opportunity to provide input, analysis and editing of our works to support each other and make our papers better.